Jeep cj suspension conversion

Flex and ride comfort As offroaders, we just can't get enough of this stuff. What to do Easy
answer? No doubt you've read about this swap somewhere thru the years, our new kit gives you
an easy way to bolt on more articulation with out any adverse effects at all. These are 35" tires
and the flex is insane! Still drives nice and stable at highway speeds. Click on the pic for a
larger view. We also carry brand spankin new Wrangler springs for those who want factory
fresh instead of used although used Wrangler springs if you find them will work well too and
Old Man Emu Wrangler springs for those that want the best riding lifted Wrangler spring on the
planet! Beyond flex though, ride quality is dramatically improved with the Wrangler spring
conversion. Stock springs can and oftimes do ride a bit like an old military pickup truck.
Wrangler springs though, they will make your old Jeep ride like a modern SUV. Some folks have
asked us about shackle reverse kits when converting to the Wrangler springs We did used to
carry such a system. However, we found that Jeep along with Toyota and other vehicle
manufacturers put the shackles in the front in short-wheelbase 4WD's for a reason Running
shackles in the rear on a short-wheelbase vehicle like a Jeep CJ makes the vehicle highly
unstable under hard braking which is usually when you need your brakes the most. Further,
shackles reversals on the CJ create axle hop under braking. After seeing a Jeep coming off of
Lion's Back in Moab with his front axle hopping and a resultant total loss of control, we swore
off shackle reversals forever. Putting the shackles in the rear may seem like a cool way to go
and you may read about smoother ride quality, but the bottom-line is that the vehicle becomes
unstable and the ride quality of just using Wrangler springs alone with the shackles up front as
they should be is as much comfort as any Jeeper could ever ask for. SO in a nutshell, the Rocky
Road Wrangler spring conversion kit is super simple to install, comes with bushings most of
these conversion kits do not , and is a greaseable suspension item. For those who are keeping
the springs under the axle and want to upgrade their rear Ubolt plates, check out our Heavy
Duty Ubolt Skidplate kits. Kit below that is listed "with any other SOA" kit will come with the
necessary wider front Ubolts plates. Kit below that is listed "for spring under" kit will come with
the necessary wider front Ubolts plates. CJ with 2. We tested other brands of shocks for many
years and were often very unhappy with the ride quality. All the same, all too stiff for the Jeep.
So, we worked with doetsch tec to engineer a shock that stands head and shoulders above the
rest for ride quality. These shocks are valved lightly for a very smooth highway ride. Are you
looking at shocks from companies that produce lift kits for full-size pickup trucks? If so, those
shocks that are desgined to work on 10cylinder diesel pickup truck lift are the exact same
shocks that the lift company is supplying for your Jeep. Does that sound right to you? Common
sense will give you the answer to that question. We engineered these shocks specifically for
their ability to provide great on and off road performance for Jeep We size them perfectly to run
with all our lifts and carry them in most every length for any application. You can also upgrade
to nitrogen charged shocks. The nitrogen gas and larger bore increase control and will react
instantly to changing conditions. These shocks have the following features:. These shocks are
hand-built and tuned specifically for your Jeep, so we will need additional into after checkout
with online orders. Click this image for larger view. Or call our tech line at Video tour of our YJ
Conversion kit on a frame off build. Online Support. Click pics for larger view. Rocky Road
Engineered Jeep Shocks We tested other brands of shocks for many years and were often very
unhappy with the ride quality. Custom Hand-Built Shock Option Nitro Monotube, hand built The
standard shocks included in this kit are manufactured by Doetsch Suspension Systems. View
this post on Instagram. For use with any other SOA conversion comes with front Ubolt top
plates. For any spring under setup comes with Heavy Duty front Ubolt skidplates. For full
Conversion systems including ALL conversion components, springs, shocks, steering, brake
lines, bushings, t-case, and everything else for a safe and proper suspension overhaul and
upgrade Stock height and Old Man Emu 2. The standard shocks included in this kit are
manufactured by Doetsch Suspension Systems. Is your vehicle on our current list? Job
Openings. Click image to open larger overlay image. All BDS Suspension lift kits come with the
security of knowing you purchased the finest lift kit in the aftermarket suspension industry. We
back our commitment to engineering reliable, quality 4x4 off-road Jeep and truck suspension
products with our unique "No BS Hardcore Lifetime Warranty". If you are the original purchaser
of any BDS lift kit and it breaks, we will give you a new part. This kit allows you to install YJ
springs under your CJ. YJ springs are. Updating your CJ to YJ springs will improve the ride
quality with larger improved bushings and less friction between leafs. Installation of YJ specific
lift springs will increase the wheel base slightly over 1". Many additional components are
necessary to develop a complete lift system, most of which are available in the accesorries
section. These spring feature tapered leafs, anti-friction pads, bolt style leaf alignment clamps
and a full military wrap to protect your spring eyes from the rocks. If you are actually capable of
breaking the main leaf, the military wrap will allow you to limp home off the trail. These springs

are made to perform offroad as well as get you to and from work. The box kit includes new
urethane spring bushings and u-bolts. The box kit includes new urethane spring bushings,
u-bolts, degree shims, transfer case drop, and a power steering pitman arm. Shotpeening
increases tensile strength and reduces fatigue while lessening the material thickness required.
The thinner material allows for increased wheel travel and provides a softer ride. Bolt-style leaf
alignment clamps prevent leaves from fanning out and allow the leaves to twist and flex,
yielding higher articulation. Each spring is preset using hydraulic stress to reduce fatigue in the
steel and prevent sagging. Some applications include leaf springs with steel encased rubber
bushings. Other applications include blue urethane bushings. Anti-friction pads are placed
between the leaves to reduce friction within the spring and noise from metal-to-metal contact.
Tapered and roll-pointed leaves add flexibility and provides an even deflection rate. Tapering
allows a smoother transition between leaves as compression takes place, resulting in a softer
ride with increased wheel travel. Springs are either cold wound with chrome silicon or hot
wound with to guarantee long life. BDS coil springs are designed to withstand full coil bind. In
other words, you can smash our coils to totally flat and they will return to their original height. A
polyester based powder coat is applied to ensure flexibility and durability. Each spring is preset
with a hydraulic stress to reduce fatigue in the steel and prevent sagging. Shotpeening
increases tensile strength and allows for maximum wheel travel without sacrificing the life of
the spring. We make every effort to buy American and we hope you do as well. Buying American
ensures that you are getting quality products made from quality materials. Just as important is
the fact that buying American keeps your hard-earned money in the American economy. This is
one of the biggest ways we as consumers can help revitalize the American economy and
strengthen the US dollar. It doesn't matter whether you are buying clothing, groceries or parts
for your truckâ€¦buy American and buy with confidence that your money will stay in America.
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Panel. Kit Photo Click image to open larger overlay image. Kit Photo. Kit Instructions-PDF. This
system includes: Front and Rear heavy duty greasable shackle hangers. Upper shackle mount
bushings. Front and rear spring mounting plates with u-bolts. Glide-Ride Leaf Spring
Suspension Systems Shotpeening increases tensile strength and reduces fatigue while
lessening the material thickness required. Pro-Ride Coil Spring Suspension Systems Springs
are either cold wound with chrome silicon or hot wound with to guarantee long life. Starting
with all. Add 1. Uppers are 1. Also included are shock mount tabs, reinforcement gussets and 1.
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s kit will require new drive shafts. They are not manufactured, and not in stock, they are special
order and built after customer confirmation. Please contact us so that we can build the correct
kit for your application. This suspension kit allows flexibilty in setting the wheel base and ride
height. Ride height is determined by tire size and shock combinations. This suspension kit is
designed for off road use. Vehicle ride characteristics will vary depending on set up. This
suspension kit requires cutting and welding ability, and it is HIGHLY recommended that an
experienced shop do the installation if purchaser does not have welding or fabricating skills.
Reisistance Off Road installs what we sell. This website is under construction. Fell free to
browse, but do not place orders. Call for ordering. Thank you very much! Toggle navigation.
Join the Resistance! Call for information and configurations. Add to Wishlist. View Wishlist. The
product is already in the wishlist! Browse Wishlist.

